We found a unique anatomical variant of the distal ulnar nerve, a neural loop encompassing the flexor carpi ulnaris during Guyon's canal exploration. Compression by the flexor carpi ulnaris during active wrist movement was suspected as the cause of ulnar neuropathy. The symptom was relieved after neurolysis and release of surrounding tissue. With regard to the ulnar side wrist pain, which is suspicious for ulnar compression syndrome at the wrist level, the surgeon should always suspect anomalous nerve branch as source of compressive neuropathic pain.
CASE REPORT
A 35-year-old male complained of vague wrist pain in ulnar side, 
DISCUSSION
Neural loops of ulnar nerve were rarely reported in English literatures. This rare anatomic variant could be arbitrarily divided into two distinct groups by its location, as proximal or distal from pisiform. 4, 5) Since compression neuropathy usually occurs distal to the pisiform, some anatomical studies focused on neural loop distal to pisiform.
Bergfield and Aulicino
2) reported that they encountered distal neural loop on three occasions during neurolysis of the ulnar nerve through
Guyon's canal in clinical situation. This neural loop surrounds the hook of hamate consistently and rejoins the nerve distally deep in the palm (Fig. 3A, 3B ). Subsequently Rogers et al. 5) reported in their cadaveric study that they found this kind of neural loop on 7 cases out of 77 cadaver wrist dissections (9%), all the location was at deep motor branch.
Neural loop proximal to the pisiform has been rarely reported.
Dodds et al. Clinically relevant reports about proximal neural loop are also scant. There were two case reports of the symptomatic neural loop, which had been penetrating FCU, not encompassing (Fig. 3D) .
In one case, aberrant FCU insertion was concomitantly observed with neural loop penetrating FCU. (Fig. 3E) . In contrast to our case, they transected FCU tendon at musculocutaneous junction to release 
